Questions
and Answers from Candace
Dear Candace, I'm following your articles since you were on Bellringer's site
and first I want to thank you for your big, BIG work you are doing for us all of
AH!
It's since september 2009 that I'm reading, and reading again, Urantia Book.
Finally it has been translated in italian language and every day I cannot wait
for coming home and continue the reading of this wonderful book.
I feel so good thinking about Havona or the Architectonic Worlds!!!
What joy I feel in my heart thinking about my visit even on just one of them and
continue to learn for eternity!
Now that I have known better Christ Michael I have become a great fan of Him!
I am so exalted of his way to govern this local universe.
I feel for Him deep Love and am so PROUD to live in His Creation!
He is a spiritual adventurer, anyone before Him thought to govern a local
universe in this different way. He seems like a son who takes the reins of
father's old factory giving to it a new wondrous direction, much more plucky,
stimulating and, above all, INNOVATIVE!
Just see Him in His previous six bestowals! And in his seventh and final
bestowal He chose to born in one of the most distant planets of His local
universe and in one of the poorer places here on Urantia, in a manger,
trasforming this little blue orb lost in the darkest periphery of Nebadon even
in a Seed Planet!!! Wow! I LOVE HIM!!
He is not only our Big Cheese but also our best accredited spiritual Indiana
Jones in the whole Nebadon!!
So CM... THANK YOU FOR WHAT YOU DID, AND DO, FOR US ALL!!!
Ups! Sorry! I was already in that exalted way typical of a fan!!! :o))
I'm writing you, Candace, for better understanding some things I have read on
UB. Maybe it's because I never read the Phoenix Journals... I don't understand
so well English and unfortunately they have not been translated in italian yet.
I myself am still a bit lost on these topics... maybe other AH readers have the
same doubts.
These are my questions:
1- Why on UB it's not told about Lemuria, Atlantis and Inner Earth? Didn't they
never exist or... why they were consciously set aside?
2- Did the firmaments exist at Adam&Eve times? Is Sheldan Nidle's Earth story
wrong?
3- I don't understand in what way Lucifer, Satan & co. became the reptilians who
controlled us since the rebellion.
4- Our Star Brothers like Pleiadians, Sirians, Andromedans are the UB angels and
cherubins or they are beings who are different from angels living only a life
like us but in a better reality than us?

5- Maybe you already explained this but I don't remember why in UB it's not told
about Mary Magdalene.
6- In UB it was CM who born in a child and the name given to that child was
Jesus. So I don't understand the difference between CM and Esu. Isn't it the
same great spirit?
Thank you for your kindness. A big hug to you, CM/Esu and all my AH friends!!!
Xxxxx
Hi xxxxx, what a lovely letter, which I read to Christ Michael, and he had a
nice chuckle over the Indiana Jones comment! He sends you a big hug! OK, on the
questions, I copied them here to answer.
1- Why on UB it's not told about Lemuria, Atlantis and Inner Earth? Didn't they
never exist or... why they were consciously set aside?
The UB only covers the realm of heaven and it's influence. If if also covered
all this other history, it would take at least another large book, and it was
thought best to not cover it at the time. Gabriel has commission a UB part 2,
which will include such history. It was thought better to help people undertand
the ascension journey and the basic structure of the creation first. We have so
little true knowledge of God. And of course the bestowal story needed to be
added to it, which it was.
>
> 2- Did the firmaments exist at Adam&Eve times? Is Sheldan Nidle's Earth story
wrong? Yes they did, the came down more recently, maybe 8000 years ago, as an
act of war. So they will be put back up which we have covered a little bit, they
already which I think I discussed a littel recently about those very high clouds
of sorts seen at dusk. I am tired this afternoon, can't remember the name of
them.
>
> 3- I don't understand in what way Lucifer, Satan & co. became the reptilians
who controlled us since the rebellion.
Lucifer and Satan did not become the reptilians. There is much confusion I agree
in earth literature. Reptilians are forms that develop on certain types of
worlds, just like this form developed here. They are not the form of the
Lanonandek Sons. There were a lot of reptilians that developed in Orion. They
typically develop on hotter dryer worlds. Some of these did become very warlike,
but so do some other races. The reptilians that developed in Orion, as a whole
have been very troublesome but many are just fine folks.
>
> 4- Our Star Brothers like Pleiadians, Sirians, Andromedans are the UB angels
and cherubins or they are beings who are different from angels living only a
life like us but in a better reality than us? No, these are planetary races, not

angels. But confused as angels when they visit earth. Most Pleiadians and
Sirians are completely human as to body type, just like us, but maybe with minor
differences in colors, heights, finder lengths etc. The andromedans are to the
beste of remembering while a type, human but a little different, very light
skinned, almost white. I think the Sirians tend to be blue skinned with white
hair. Since races once they become cosmic, often mingle and change things around
a bit, just as races are blending here on earth with intermarriage.
>
> 5- Maybe you already explained this but I don't remember why in UB it's not
told about Mary Magdalene. To protect the progeny of Mary and Esu. Actually
there was just one, but also it is not told of Esu surviving and going on to
India, where he married another woman and they had five children. There were
many incarnating into the planet, which is why incarnation is not covered except
that of the Creator Sons, and Avonals. The thugs on this planet, whether from
the fallen angel group or other races that are anti God, killed all progeny and
descentdants as they are discovered.
>
> 6- In UB it was CM who born in a child and the name given to that child was
Jesus. So I don't understand the difference between CM and Esu. Isn't it the
same great spirit? The name was not Jesus. UB says Joshua ben Joseph I believe.
But the people use the word Jesus, so it is used so people can identify. That is
all. And he wasn't so truly born, it was more Esu that was born, as the large
photon form on a Creator Son cannot occupy a human body, it would evaporate!
Even with those of us of the higher realms with photon forms, like me, cannot
actually squeeze into a body of this type here, we have a linkage instead, and
this was also true of CM at that time.The linkage with Esu, thus allow him to be
away from Esu at times to do work elsewhere around this planet as needed. It was
CM that was seen by the Mary's on the day the tomb was opened. Esu had already
left. Some of the sightings were CM and Some were Esu during those 40 days until
pentacost. The Mary's at the tomb, actually thought the personage was Gabriel,
not "Jesus." BEcause CM was using his real form, but he took on some form so he
looked like he did before the death that of cource you know now did not happen.
CM merely ended his role at that time to take on the morontial experiences etc,
required of him as he climbed the ladder so to speak back to the central
universe which is a requirment of the bestowal.
When you attempt to bring truth into a planet like this one, you have to
sometimes use the stories, even though not fully correct, that have become myth,
in order for the information to be accepted, so some of the material especially
around CM and Esu experience has to be modifoed enough to find acceptance, and
even with what was done in that regard, the story is still hugely rejected by
Christians who pick up the UB. Some of them, it's ok, but others will NOT look,
because some of it differs from what they have been raised with. In fact, with
the knowledge the UB was being prepared, thugs in Christianity went to work to
make sure it would be rejected!
MOST people, not just Christians do not like "heaven" as presented in the UB.

But in fact on these architectural worlds, is where cosmic life really flowers.
They are not just study halls.This is true cosmic life, well beyond that of the
evolutionary worlds. There is lots of journey and discovery to other
architectrual worlds not only in Nebadon but to other universes also. Here is a
link to a painting by the artist Jess introduced us too, the building of some
architectural worlds. Much of that man's art is not from evolutionary worlds,
but from the higher custom made worlds.
http://antifan-real.deviantart.com/art/SP-Mech-world-construction-60736241 I
still have to put up the link to that work. Maybe today, I had forgotten for a
time. This man's memory is huge thru his art of "heaven".
But it was meant to appeal at least some to Christianity, since that was the
dominant religion in much of the world and in the United States, which has been
the initial place of information and the hope of this world. Of course that
failed, but it was the hope. That is why there was so much support from Germain
in getting our constitution approved.

There are only so many details you can present to various races when it comes
to education, and the ONLY reason we have the UB in the first place, is because
of CM's planned return to the planet! I assume it would be appropriate for the
bestowal world at some point anyway, as all the Creator Sons take their bestowal
worlds under their wings so to speak, retain a personal interest in those
special worlds.
--I mentioned in the previous post, that true cosmic life occurrs iin the "heaven
worlds" the architectural worlds. When we go into Light and Life, people will be
able to actually visit the mansion worlds initially and the will visit here.
Some do now, visit here, but are on craft, inner earth and the like, as part of
learning and exchange, but most would not be able to stay in the highers
energies for long periods, but for visits, yes. A cosmic civlization on planets
in light and life can and do visit the architectural worlds of the local
universe, even onto Salvington as the planet advances.

Dear Candace,
I have appreciated your devotional service in our ascending journey. I have
some questions about solar system and others.

1. I have known that our solar system is being towed to a new location closer
to Alcyone, as the new solar system that will have eternal circuits with our
central sun Alcyone. So I am curious what the universal local address of Alcyone

is, as a form of Urantia Book. And more, what is the detail relationship between
our urantia and alcyone?
2. In Urantia Book, a thought adjuster is combined with a soul when a soul has
accomplished significant spiritual development. And you said that re-encoded 12
DNA strands make a soul an ascending master. So I am confused about these two
different-look process. Please give me details about it.
3. AH readers had been informed 99,278 people who will be leaders after stasis
in the earth, recently a message by Esu. But it is hard for me to imagine all
99,278 people have same position in the Second Coming business. I assume that
there wil be a hierarchical relationship among them, as heaven does. Please
answer me.

Thanks and take care, Candace.
XXXXXXX
Some questions about our solar system and others. - To Candace
Ok, XXXXX, thankyou first your kind statement! And would somebody gather
this and the ones yesterday into the file section. The next few days, now that
most of our website problems with the update are resolved, I am going on a
general improvement, catch up effort. This would include getting some backup
cleaning done at home, getting back on Raphael's cleanse for a time (covered
back in one of those 3 pieces, called sky doc etc from 2005), AND catching up
email and postings and writings i have wanted to do. Still a few more
translations to post for example, and I would like to post some the saved
material here. Call it my midwinter cleanup! OK, first i am pasting the
questions and then will answer each:
1. I have known that our solar system is being towed to a new location closer to
Alcyone, as the new solar system that will have eternal circuits with our
central sun Alcyone. So I am curious what the universal local address of Alcyone
is, as a form of Urantia Book. And more, what is the detail relationship between
our urantia and alcyone?
********************
Ok, the reason for the moving closer to Alcyone, is that we will be in the
photon belt for longer periods of time than currently. I am not sure the goals
on this. For example the planets that directly orbit Alcyone itself, such as
Thiaoouba, are basicially in it early all the time, depending on the distance
from Alcyone. The other solar systems that orbit Alcyone, are in it less and
less, the further away these systems are, and of course our sun is quite a
distance out, taking about 26,000 years to orbit Alcyone, with two periods of
being "in the light" of about 2000 years, so two periods of being "in the dark"
of about 11,000 years. WE are of course, for any new readers here, have just
since about 1987,(I think was the year) entered part time into this, and Earth

now is entirely in this year round. But some of the outer planets are only in it
part time still.
I will add a comment here, the "7 Sisters" as named from Earth's viewpoint, are
not the only suns that orbit Alcyone. And Alcyone, is one of those "sisters" and
really ought to perhaps be called the parent. Suns are male, so I guess a Father
Sun. So really, it might be better labeled, the Father and the 7 Sons, because
our sun does circle alcyone. I have often told people were are the 8th sister.
Alcyone has somewhere in the range of 500 Suns which orbit it. Not all have
planets around them. And those that are solar systems, not all are inhabited at
this point. So the term the 7 sisters just arised from man's naming of a
particular cluster in the sky. And not all that may have life evolving on them
is various stages would label themselves as "Pleiades." But those other
"sisters" in the cluster, do label themselves as Pleiades. The current
appearance of the 7 sisters, is sort of a mini dipper. (Not the little dipper,
which is associated with Polaris). Now this shape would change over the long
years, because of course, each sun has it's own circuit, and the closer suns
would make their cyclic journey around Alcyone in less time than our sun. And
some of the roughly 500 suns that journey around Alcyone are considerably
further away than our sun.
And since all of creation goes around something, Alcyone and it's many suns
family also encircle something else and I don't know what that something else
is! The planets of Orion and Sirius are managed also by Satania for another
tidbit.
Now the eternal circuit we will be in at some point, is NOT the photon belt that
is involved with Alcyone. It is different. It is currently "invisible" to us,
there are many in the universe of diverse origin, and for our solar system, it
is circuitry that runs through our System of Satania. It is a higher frequency
phenonomen and again, is NOT a photon belt, but the reason the higher realms,
the architectural worlds, are eternal. And you see, the mansion worlds of
Satantia are NOT far away from us, we are actually fairly close to them, and
some in time will become visible to us, so we thus being drawn nearer to them,
and also closer to Alcyone. They will become visible as both our solar system
increases in frequency, and also as man's eyes become able to recognise higher
frequencies. They are invisible to our eyes right now, just as angels are
invisible to our eyes.
Now to our relationship with Alcyone, the peoples living on planets of the
alycone solar system, help babysit earth. The Thiaooubans were very active in
this, assigned that in fact, and are behind the parting of the Red Sea stories,
the frying of Sodom and Ghomorrah, etc. The are often the "lord God' of the old
testament, because man doesn't know what Gods are. The old testament story, of
Sodom and Ghomorrha in the King James Version, calls these ones both men and
angels. Many folks from Thiaoouba and other such planets who visit us, get
labeled "angels" but are simply more advanced folks from other planets.

The adminstrators of Satania are involved in the spiritualization and related
management, but the folks of Thiaoouba, handled situations like Sodom and
Ghomorrah, helped Moses in his mission, and the like. Esu is still an official
resident of Thiaoouba, and that is part of the choice of his mission here. I am
for now, still an official resident of Myrua of Merope. EVen though I am also a
resident of paradise. And now a resident of earth!
I should interject here, for those who have read the Thiaoouba story, that the
"jesus" of that story, there has been corruption in some way, was NOT Esu, and
there were in fact 4 incarnate advanced souls from Thiaoouba in that same area
at the same time, which causes much confusion in the 'jesus story' in our
mythology. But many Christed level beings living on Thiaoouba and other advanced
planets were incarnated on this planet around that time, thus a lot of Jesus
stories all over the place. All were however, directly involved in Christ
michael's service, so it doesn't really matter that much on the mythologies.

> 2. In Urantia Book, a thought adjuster is combined with a soul when a soul
has accomplished significant spiritual development. And you said that re-encoded
12 DNA strands make a soul an ascending master. So I am confused about these two
different-look process. Please give me details about it.
**************************************
Well I HOPE I did not make that statement! There are many people incarnate on
this planet that are ascended masters and well beyond that do not have
12 strands. They have come to upgrade the basically Robotic or Automaton 2
strand DNA on this planet, that was created by planetary thugs imprisoned on
this world or within the solar system, generally living on the moon in the past,
or craft. And of course living on Nibiru also. The craft of folks living on
Nibiru can't make the distance to earth from Nibiru when it is far away, only
when it is much closer, so the manipulation is greater when it comes thru this
solar system, every 3600 years. The last time was the time CM and his team were
here, to route them, from fully owning this whole solar system, and planet
earth.
Understand time was started over again, (just how we count it), when CM came. It
did not need to made into BC and AC however. But that WAS the intend of the
Nibiruans on their return, because they were going to change the counting with
their final ownership of this solar system and planet. That counting would mark
that. But the same thing happened anyway!
Now back to those 12 strands. AT some point everyone here will be born that way.
And then they can
acquire more strands after that. And thus be born with more natural psychic
skills also. But 12 strands are the minimum to fuse with the Thought Adjuster
during life on an evolutionary planet. But those of us long fused do not fuse

again, we just upgrade the DNA and any upgrading accomplished before we bear
children is passed on to our progeny. The ADam and Eve's contribute 18 strand
DNA to the planet. Sometimes some of the later progeny, grandkids and great
grandkids loose a little of that! Some regress, and being free will beings,
that happenes and did with some of them that chose to stay behind and not go
back to Jerusem, the Satania headquarters world, when the upgrade was breeched
by Eve and then Adam.
> 3. AH readers had been informed 99,278 people who will be leaders after
stasis in the earth, recently a message by Esu. But it is hard for me to imagine
all 99,278 people have same position in the Second Coming business. I assume
that there wil be a hierarchical relationship among them, as heaven does. Please
answer me.
***********************************
These ones will be assigned under the Regional Directors of their areas. And we
will have somewhere
between 50 and 100 regions, and thus that many
regional directors. There will be a varity of responsibilies, depending on
skills. Some may teach and council, some may help establish business and the
like as a small partial list. Undoubtedly, there will be "sub directors" of
various sorts, as most regions
may have more than one country, or culture to deal with. And the roles could
change as needed over time.

